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EduEra,
Slovakia



We aim to educate and inform people about educational opportunities, build and
develop their competencies, and support their active participation and initiative through
many various projects in Slovakia and abroad. The main activity of EduEra is to find         
a common way for formal, non-formal education and the business sector. Our activities
are mainly focused on cross-sectoral collaboration between schools, municipalities,         
and NGOs.

As one of the main focuses of our organization is to develop effective cross-sectoral                   
co-operation, we are also trying to make young people think critically about the content
that they are receiving, find their way in their confusing small worlds and empower
them. EduEra team creates the projects, workshops, and discussions that are aimed                 
to help young people to think critically and develop their competencies based on their
needs and the needs of their communities.

Our members come from different parts of Slovakia and focus on different areas where
they see the potential and opportunity for young people. Our staff is constantly training
and developing skills to be able to integrate always new tools within our educational
and training programs. 

In 2018 EduEra was awarded by Slovak National Agency as “The best NGO” in the field
of non-formal education supported by EÚ thank our ESC solidarity projects focusing on
youth from rural areas in Slovakia. Also, our training course "TRAINBOW" funded by
Erasmus+ was selected as “Good practice example of 2018” representing Slovakia and
the work of EduEra in European Parlament during the European Youth Week in Brussel
2019.EduEra encourages the active participation of young people in the creation of new
ideas and initiatives.

EduEra, Slovakia
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eduerango@gmail.com

en.eduera.sk

facebook.com/eduerango

instagram.com/eduera_ngo

http://instagram.com/eduera_ngo
http://facebook.com/eduerango
http://en.eduera.sk/
http://en.eduera.sk/
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http://instagram.com/eduera_ngo
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What EduEra Does?

Project team - focusing on needs of the volunteers and the communities we
collaborate with, coordinating and leading the projects, providing the expertise                   
of the project management to NGOs in Slovakia and abroad, leading mentoring
program for volunteers focusing on leadership and non-formal education

Marketing team – creating and coordinating EduEra marketing campaigns and
informational campaigns, providing the expertise of the NGO marketing and small
business for the public, leading mentoring program for volunteers focusing on
marketing in practice

PR and bloggers team – communication with our partners, stakeholders, informing
about inspirational leaders in the communities, opportunities for young people

EduEra is run by young volunteers who are committed to making a change in their local,
national, and international communities. Our dynamic team is made of 30 motivated
young people who are constantly building their competencies, working on their
leadership skills, learning, and improving by doing and gaining valuable experiences.

Team EduEra is divided into 3 segments:

Our main activities are mostly in rural areas in the east part of Slovakia at the
secondary or high schools where we collaborate not only with students but also with
the teachers, school psychologists, social workers, and youth workers. Thanks to our
Solidarity projects we are actively involved in the communities of young people where
we help to build their leadership skills and setting the active volunteering communities.
EduEra runs a mentoring and coaching program for teachers at secondary and high
schools, also a mentoring program for volunteers and young people (The project                   
“Víta vás EduEra”).

EduEra has a pro-social approach that engages people within their communities,
schools, organizations, and peer groups in a manner that is productive and
constructive; that recognizes, utilizes, and enhances young people's strengths; and that
promotes positive outcomes for people by providing opportunities, fostering positive
relationships, and furnishing the support needed to build on their leadership strengths.

EduEra is the EURODESK multiplicator since 2017 and Slovak information center in the
east part of Slovakia for youth as one of the member organization of ZIPCEM - The
youth information center in Slovakia. EduEra also closely collaborates with many
secondary schools, high schools in Slovakia, Comenius University, the Pedagogic
department in Slovakia, and Youth councils in Slovakia, and because of our expertise in
non-formal education and volunteering management EduEra is closely networking with
other NGOs in Slovakia and abroad.
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Painting Our “COLORS OF YOUTH WORK”

enrich their own youth work and toolbox
provide better services to young people
improve the work of their organization and create more impact
build lasting international partnerships to support each other and run activities
together.

“Colors of Youth Work” was the international 6-day-lasting seminar aimed at
empowering and building up the competencies of youth workers and educational
practitioners to design, facilitate and evaluate meaningful educational activities in            
value-based youth work, to strengthen diversity and participation. The international
seminar took place from November 18th to 25th in Bardejov, Slovakia, and consisted of
34 youth workers and educational practitioners from 21 partner organizations from                   
18 countries (Erasmus+ program countries as well as neighboring partner countries).

The seminar was targeted at youth workers and managers in youth organizations who
were interested in sharing practices and learning from each other to:

Concerning the priorities and objectives of Erasmus+, the main areas concerned were
Partner and Programme countries co-operation, employability, and recognition of NFE.

By this seminar, we also wanted to contribute to the publication by the RAY network on
the impact of Erasmus+ on the competence development of youth workers which
recommends among others to offer more expert seminars for professionals in youth
work (www.researchyouth.net/projects/cap).

Colors of Youth Work Manual shares activities and good practices from 34 experienced
youth workers. These activities are easily accessible for other NGOs focused on work
with youth and based on different needs of communities.

The COYW Manual is an outcome of the international seminar, which contains a long
list of useful activities and their main objectives, which can be implemented into many
other workshops, seminars, and projects. The main idea behind the manual of good
practices in youth work is to make local, regional, and national activities in the youth
field more visible. The COYW Manual offers feedback from our participants who had
experienced these activities during the seminar.
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Partners
of COYW



“COLOURS OF YOUTH WORK” brought together 34 experienced youth workers and
organizations from 21 different countries - Erasmus+ program countries as well as
neighboring partner countries: Armenia, Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, Georgia, Greece,
Italy, Lithuania, Moldova, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia,
Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, to share inspiring practices in youth work.

Find more information about our amazing partners by clicking on the buttons below
each organization.

Partners of COYW
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abcd.armenia@gmail.com

abcdinnovationcenter.com

facebook.com/ABCD.Innovation.Center

instagram.com/abcdinnovationcenter

ABCD Innovation Center NGO
Armenia

A non-governmental organization focused on communities, unleashing their potential,
and encouraging active community engagement.

yic@yic.am

yic.am/en

facebook.com/YICgyumri

instagram.com/yicngo

YIC (Gyumri "Youth Initiative Centre" NGO)
Armenia

A non-governmental organization that wants to contribute to the improvement of the
quality of life of the youth through a youth-centered approach.

coobra.at

Cobra
Austria

The aims and activities of “coobra – cooperativa braccianti” are the development,
planning,implementation and procurance of activities and projects in the major aspects
in the fields of youth, labor, culture, art, education, agriculture, democracy, media,
health, migration, and research as well as all other sociopolitical relevant ranges.

https://www.instagram.com/abcdinnovationcenter/
https://www.facebook.com/ABCD.Innovation.Center/
http://www.abcdinnovationcenter.com/
http://www.abcdinnovationcenter.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ABCD.Innovation.Center/
https://www.instagram.com/abcdinnovationcenter/
http://instagram.com/yicngo/
http://facebook.com/YICgyumri
https://yic.am/en
https://yic.am/en
http://facebook.com/YICgyumri
http://instagram.com/yicngo/
https://www.coobra.at/
http://coobra.at/
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ngomaverick@gmail.com

facebook.com/MaverickBulgaria

Maverick
Bulgaria

Youth organization from Sofia, Bulgaria, which gathers young people striving for
excellence, promoting European citizenship, tolerance, and solidarity among young
people.

contact.hrrc@gmail.com

bit.ly/salto-youth-hrrc

facebook.com/HRRC.Georgia

HRRC (Human Rights Research Center)
Georgia

The organization is oriented on giving youth practical experience and knowledge along
with theoretical one, to facilitate in turning those young people into active and
successful members of society, through non-formal education.

3dbvordingborg@gmail.com

facebook.com/3dbDK

3db
Denmark

A local cultural association that works internationally with Erasmus+ projects.
Dedicated to local musicians and cultural enthusiasts, creating opportunities (courses
and workshops), helping with professional development and inspiration.

bridgetothefuture13@gmail.com

bridge13.weebly.com

facebook.com/Society.BTF

Society Bridge to the Future
Georgia

A non-governmental, non-profit, non-political youth organization, which aims at
empowering youth, promoting peace, civic engagement, tolerance, and solidarity.

http://facebook.com/MaverickBulgaria
http://facebook.com/MaverickBulgaria/about
http://facebook.com/MaverickBulgaria
https://www.facebook.com/HRRC.Georgia
http://bit.ly/salto-youth-hrrc
http://bit.ly/salto-youth-hrrc
https://www.facebook.com/HRRC.Georgia
https://www.facebook.com/3dbDK/
https://www.facebook.com/3dbDK/
http://facebook.com/Society.BTF
https://bridge13.weebly.com/
https://bridge13.weebly.com/
http://facebook.com/Society.BTF


hellenicyouthparticipation@yahoo.gr

hellenicyouthparticipation.com

facebook.com/HellenicYouthParticipation

twitter.com/hellenic2hyp

HRRC (Human Rights Research Center)
Georgia

The organization is oriented on giving youth practical experience and knowledge along
with theoretical one, to facilitate in turning those young people into active and
successful members of society, through non-formal education.

APICE (Agenzia di Promozione Integrata per i Cittadini in Europa)
Italy

APICE is an Association of Social, Democratic, Non-Partisan Promotion,                   
non-denominational and open to the active participation of all citizens in Europe,
starting with young people.

ADVIT “Europa fara frontier” (Association for Development, Voluntary
Service and Information for Youth)
Moldova

ADVIT is an NGO organization, started by and for young people, to involve Moldovan
young people, in programs at national and international levels in the fields of education,
c 12

HYP (Hellenic Youth Participation)
Greece

HYP is an organization of empowerment and education, based in Athens, Greece
created by experienced youth leaders.

info@activeyouth.lt

activeyouth.lt

facebook.com/activeyouthlt

instagram.com/active.youth

apice.ue@gmail.com

apiceue.net/en

facebook.com/apiceue

twitter.com/apiceue

http://hellenicyouthparticipation.com/
http://facebook.com/HellenicYouthParticipation
http://twitter.com/hellenic2hyp
http://facebook.com/activeyouthlt
http://activeyouth.lt/
http://facebook.com/HellenicYouthParticipation
http://hellenicyouthparticipation.com/
http://instagram.com/active.youth
http://twitter.com/hellenic2hyp
http://activeyouth.lt/
http://facebook.com/activeyouthlt
http://instagram.com/active.youth
http://apiceue.net/en
http://facebook.com/apiceue
http://twitter.com/apiceue
http://facebook.com/apiceue
http://apiceue.net/en
http://twitter.com/apiceue


advit_team@yahoo.com

advitmoldova.wordpress.com

facebook.com/ADVITMoldova

Mladiinfo
Montenegro

The NGO is raising awareness about opportunities to study abroad and non-formal
education, creating space for activities for students and graduates, promoting
volunteerism among young people, increasing multicultural sensitivity, creating a space
for discussion on important global issues...

INNOVA LAB Bitola (Center of Education and Development Initiatives)
North Macedonia

The main goal is to promote innovative educational ideas and programs, and increase
the creative potential of young people through non-formal education.
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culture, ecology, historical heritage protection, and helping disadvantaged people, by
contributing to the development of a more peaceful society, to the decrease of social
injustice.

kontakt@mladiinfo.me or mladiinfomontenegro@gmail.com

english.mladiinfo.me

facebook.com/mladiinfocg

instagram.com/mladiinfoMNE

innovalab.mk@gmail.com

facebook.com/innovalab.mk

instagram.com/innovalab.mk

Fundacja Arena i Swiat
Poland

Arena i Swiat is based upon the idea of international non-profit exchange of knowledge
and experience, promoting mobility, and intercultural learning. Arena i Swiat was
created to stimulate the development of society through three dimensions of education:
personal, local, and global. The foundation’s activities are based on international
exchange of experiences and on finding the best solutions for the balanced
development of the human, the society, and the planet.

fundacja-arena.pl/en

http://advitmoldova.wordpress.com/
http://facebook.com/ADVITMoldova
http://facebook.com/mladiinfocg
http://mladiinfo.me/
http://facebook.com/ADVITMoldova
http://advitmoldova.wordpress.com/
http://instagram.com/mladiinfoMNE
http://mladiinfo.me/
http://english.mladiinfo.me/
http://facebook.com/mladiinfocg
http://instagram.com/mladiinfoMNE
http://facebook.com/innovalab.mk
http://instagram.com/innovalab.mk
http://facebook.com/innovalab.mk
http://instagram.com/innovalab.mk
http://fundacja-arena.pl/en
http://fundacja-arena.pl/en


Matadero Lab
Spain

Matadero Lab Toledo is a socio-cultural association, bringing together teachers, cultural
managers, artists, and other cultural professionals, whose main objective is to offer the
city of Toledo a new alternative and living cultural space. A space of convergence
between the arts, sciences, sport, and education.

Stödkliniken
Sweden

The organization works with young people to build the future and participate in
exchange knowledge and spread peace everywhere, provides free training and lecturing
to young immigrant people for inclusion and integration.
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elmataderolab@gmail.com

mataderolabtoledo.es

facebook.com/MataderoLab

instagram.com/elmataderolab

scse@consultlund.se

facebook.com/stodkl

facebook.com/FundacjaAiS

instagram.com/fundacja.arenaiswiat

IPTA (The Association of Ideas and Projects for Active Youth)
Romania

Their main aim is educational programs designed and delivered to young people, to
support young people at a local, regional, and international level, using both formal and
non-formal education methods.

projects@ipta.ro

ipta.ro

facebook.com/ProjectsIdeas4ActiveY

BAKYARD (Ballıbağ Köyü Yardımlaşma ve Dayanışma Derneği)
Turkey

BAKYARD is a non-profit organisation devoted to the inclusion of youth and educators
from a wide array of socio-economic backgrounds enabling them to become                   
front-runners in civil society insusceptible to any and all animosity towards concurrent
societal adversity.

http://facebook.com/MataderoLab
http://mataderolabtoledo.es/
http://instagram.com/elmataderolab
http://mataderolabtoledo.es/
http://facebook.com/MataderoLab
http://instagram.com/elmataderolab
http://facebook.com/stodkl
http://facebook.com/stodkl
http://facebook.com/FundacjaAiS
http://instagram.com/fundacja.arenaiswiat
http://facebook.com/FundacjaAiS
http://instagram.com/fundacja.arenaiswiat
http://facebook.com/ProjectsIdeas4ActiveY
http://ipta.ro/
http://ipta.ro/
http://facebook.com/ProjectsIdeas4ActiveY


EYC (European Youth Community)
Ukraine

The NGO promotes the mobility of young people and youth development through
fostering active participation of its citizens in civil society; non-formal education as                   
a tool for youth innovation and creative initiatives to establish a mechanism for the
development of the youth social movement in Ukraine.
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eyc.ngo@gmail.com

facebook.com/ngoeyc

instagram.com/eyc.ngo

“Educatio”
Ukraine

The main aim of our organization is the increase in civil youth activity through
conducting cultural events and studying cultural diversity, implementation of
innovations in education, establishing international cooperation, promoting the
professional youth development and development of social skills such as leadership and
social entrepreneurship, conflict management, etc.

salto-youth.net/tools/otlas-partner-finding/organisation/ngo-educatio.5876

facebook.com/educatio.ua

http://facebook.com/ngoeyc
http://instagram.com/eyc.ngo
http://facebook.com/ngoeyc
http://instagram.com/eyc.ngo
http://facebook.com/educatio.ua
http://salto-youth.net/tools/otlas-partner-finding/organisation/ngo-educatio.5876
http://salto-youth.net/tools/otlas-partner-finding/organisation/ngo-educatio.5876
http://facebook.com/educatio.ua
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Colorful Good Practices

“Loppa” is a popular game among children in Sweden
Anna Rimmenhorm from Sweden

You remember it, right? That folded paper from your childhood. The paper toy you used
for fortune-telling, games, and whatever else your mind could think of. “Loppa” is                   
a popular game among children in Sweden. A fortune-teller is a form of origami used in
children's games. Parts of the fortune teller serve as options for a player to choose
from, and on the inside are eight flaps, each concealing a message. The person
operating the fortune teller manipulates the device based on the choices made by the
player, and finally, one of the hidden messages is revealed. These messages may
purport to answer questions or they may be activities that the player must perform.
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Nice way to discuss, I will take it :)
The game will be useful in my work!
A good method to do it like playing!
Nice origami, I will try to do it.

The aim of the activity: to discuss and share challenges and mistakes about youth work
and participant's relation to youth work by non-formal education creative tool - game
Loppa. 

Feedback from participants: 



Reflection is an exploration and explanation of events – not just a description.
Reflection often involves revealing anxieties, errors, and weaknesses, as well as
strengths and successes. It is usually necessary to select just the most significant
parts of the event or idea on which you’re reflecting.
Don’t try to tell the whole story, or you will end up only describing rather than
reflecting.
It is often useful to reflect forward to the future – when you might do something
differently as a result of reflecting – as well as reflecting on the past.

The movie “The Butterfly Circus”
Anna Tepanosyan from Armenia

The Butterfly Circus is a short film about a man with no arms or legs who finds purpose
and meaning in his life in the most unlikely of places, a carnival sideshow. The movie
portrays how a person’s imperfections can be transformed into triumph. The most
important part of this activity is to focus on the reflection.

We reflect on everyday problems and situations all the time: What went well? What
didn’t? Why? How do I feel about it? Reflection is a means of processing thoughts and
feelings about an incident or a movie which can trigger interesting discussions among
young people.

Whatever you are reflecting on, the following points are important:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The aim of the activity: to reflect and discuss the difficulties and the obstacles which
disturb us and make us think we can't manage something.

        drive.google.com/file/d/1yhpSkm2sftMi6XxboAYiId_Wtd8gUfC7
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1yhpSkm2sftMi6XxboAYiId_Wtd8gUfC7/view?usp=sharing
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1yhpSkm2sftMi6XxboAYiId_Wtd8gUfC7


How would you have torn your paper differently if you had known you would be
making a picture from it?
Was it hard or easy for your group to make something out of the paper you had?
What makes your picture unique?
What was it like having to come up with a shared depiction of your individual
experiences?

You just need to face your problems, fight with them, you can create yourself, your
skills.
Each problem has a solution, don’t take it as the end of the world, but as                   
a possibility to create something great out of it.

Conflict transformation through expressive art
Ayşegül Küçüknane from Turkey

Creativity is an innate, natural human phenomenon. Maslow believed that creativity, or
“creativeness” as he put it, was a heritage of every human, a deep part present in each
of us from our births. We cannot help but be creative. We are natural problem solvers. 

This is a simple activity that you can include in team building, training, or even at an
upcoming meeting to help encourage team-level reflection and creative thinking! This is
a perfect activity for reflecting on a specific event, conflict, or experience all team
members have been a part of to encourage group processing.

Directions:
Give each person in the group newspaper, magazines, colorful paper. Instruct them to
think about the conflict they had to resolve recently or the conflict participants have
while they walk and listen to a music background. Through tearing the newspaper into
pieces, think about how to cope with conflicts and how to escape from them.  During the
second circle walk, tell the participants to tear their sheets into pieces, encourage them
to put all their negative energy into them, and feel free to destroy the paper they hold.
It doesn't matter how many pieces each person tears. Next, give each group a large
sheet of white paper and some glue. Instruct the group to make a picture out of the
torn pieces without tearing them anymore or build the sculpture from the newspaper
pieces. They should use all of their construction paper pieces. Think about which option
could be a better way to cope with conflict -  throw all pieces into the bin and destroy
them in this way or look for the possibilities of how to transform the newspaper's
pieces.

Debrief Questions:

The aim of the activity: to simulate options on how to cope with conflicts and to
experience the benefits of diverse perspectives when problem-solving.

Feedback from participants:
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Funny method to reflect.
I really relaxed.
Relaxing, funny, but with great input.
It was funny!

Good method, I’ll really use it. Thank You. From the beginning to the end :)
Good gamification/worldbuilding, I had a confirmation that good atmosphere helps.
Nice method for those, who work with kids (12-16).
A good method that can give teens other perspectives on spending quality time.
A great method that I’ll use!
It was really interesting that you used a game to reflect a message.

        drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EfDNvgRMKoil8rHitpHNS9yiYZXF5O2S

        drive.google.com/file/d/14s9Vi6elsXO1wemUucCWHG6AfzU7lF75

The simulation of a birthday party used as preventive education
against addictions
Diana Serban from Romania

The participants are divided into three groups and each group receives one of the
presents - a bottle of alcohol, a pack of cigarettes, weed. They have to find at least                   
3 positives and 3 negative effects of the given substance. After listening and debating
on the effects, they vote if they should give the present or should replace one or all of
the presents. Then participants have to find other potential gifts around the room that
can replace one of the bad ones and have the same positive effects.

The aim of the activity: to emphasize the negative and positive effects of the addictive
substances and to discover alternatives that could replace these substances. 

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1WpaSvhW9HHIFa6jArsP_HF8PYFLs8Lhk

        drive.google.com/file/d/1GKwCmvfOwMV49wIKH6AoItlQtcd8q8Z0

        drive.google.com/file/d/1AGV_cZHnGYv9AH4qyPg_UQE2BleEfRNf

Six Thinking Hats
Ecaterina Babitina from Moldova

What is your instinctive approach to decision making? If you're naturally optimistic,
then chances are you don't always consider potential downsides. Similarly, if you're
veeee
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http://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EfDNvgRMKoil8rHitpHNS9yiYZXF5O2S
http://drive.google.com/file/d/14s9Vi6elsXO1wemUucCWHG6AfzU7lF75
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WpaSvhW9HHIFa6jArsP_HF8PYFLs8Lhk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GKwCmvfOwMV49wIKH6AoItlQtcd8q8Z0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AGV_cZHnGYv9AH4qyPg_UQE2BleEfRNf/view?usp=sharing
http://drive.google.com/file/d/14s9Vi6elsXO1wemUucCWHG6AfzU7lF75
http://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EfDNvgRMKoil8rHitpHNS9yiYZXF5O2S
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AGV_cZHnGYv9AH4qyPg_UQE2BleEfRNf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WpaSvhW9HHIFa6jArsP_HF8PYFLs8Lhk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GKwCmvfOwMV49wIKH6AoItlQtcd8q8Z0/view?usp=sharing


White Hat: With this thinking hat, you focus on the available data. Look at the
information that you have, analyze past trends, and see what you can learn from it.
Look for gaps in your knowledge, and try to either fill them or take account of them.
Red Hat: "wearing" the Red Hat, you look at problems using your intuition, gut
reaction, and emotion. Also, think about how others could react emotionally. Try to
understand the responses of people who do not fully know your reasoning.
Black Hat: using Black Hat thinking, look at a decision's potentially negative
outcomes. Look at it cautiously and defensively. Try to see why it might not work.
This is important because it highlights the weak points in a plan. It allows you to
eliminate them, alter them, or prepare contingency plans to counter them. Black Hat
thinking helps to make your plans "tougher" and more resilient. It can also help you
to spot fatal flaws and risks before you embark on a course of action. It's one of the
real benefits of this model, as many successful people get so used to thinking
positively that they often cannot see problems in advance. This leaves them under-
prepared for difficulties.
Yellow Hat: this hat helps you to think positively. It is the optimistic viewpoint that
helps you to see all the benefits of the decision and the value in it. Yellow Hat
thinking helps you to keep going when everything looks gloomy and difficult.
Green Hat: the Green Hat represents creativity. This is where you develop creative
solutions to a problem. It is a freewheeling way of thinking, in which there is little
criticism of ideas. 
Blue Hat: this hat represents process control. It's the hat worn by people chairing
meetings, for example. When facing difficulties because ideas are running dry, they
may direct activity into Green Hat thinking. When contingency plans are needed,
they will ask for Black Hat thinking.

A very useful tool for creating group projects.
A good method to disseminate everything.

very cautious or have a risk-averse outlook, you might not focus on opportunities that
could open up. Often, the best decisions come from changing the way that you think
about problems and examining them from different viewpoints.

"Six Thinking Hats" can help you to look at problems from different perspectives, but
one at a time, to avoid confusion from too many angles crowding your thinking.

A system designed by Edward de Bono which by mentally wearing different thinking
hats people force to look at the problem from different perspectives.

Each "Thinking Hat" is a different style of thinking. These are explained below:

The aim of the activity: to help the group think more effectively and organize thinking
processes in a detailed and cohesive manner.

Feedback from participants:
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A good explanation for Agile.
During the work, there should be idea generators, judgmental, and positive views.
We should turn our ideas into reality.
It showed me how our brains are mixed with everything and mainly reflecting our
lives! Thank You.
I enjoyed your session and will use it in my job.

The first person sits on the chair and repeats the movements and answers personal
and general questions. A person in the chair is a facilitator.
The second person stands in front of that person and shows movements to be
repeated. 
The third person stands on the left of that person and asks personal questions.
The fourth person asks a general question and stands on the right side.
The fifth person stands behind that person and acts as a demon and angel,
whispering and depicting everything which happens.

I will take your method home! 
An extremely interesting method to understand the meaning of facilitation!
Very useful to “newcomers” on facilitation.
A method that you can really use and is useful!
I am going to use “your” methods.
Will take it home.
So simple and beneficial. Simple to understand very deep issues in facilitation.
A useful experimental exercise to understand, experiment with the situation of
facilitating and creating questions and thoughts regarding my role as a facilitator.

        drive.google.com/file/d/1ijFgpCI0Nv7R96RYWiQ-dBWu8Xfcyt8P

        drive.google.com/file/d/1mJ7OmFeNLLacmcOhIkI_n_AQq2cVA_K8

        drive.google.com/file/d/1bqqxVhsQATium1NjOdNHcRkNEhi7rmIB

The workshop concerning facilitation
Olha Dobrova from Ukraine

The workshop requires 5 people to participate and each one has its role, which lasts for
one minute and then everybody switches the role. 

The aim of the activity: to discover the strong and weak sides of facilitators.

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1ylUrvCjz3bR2b1X36dUOKAC12hThikgg

        drive.google.com/file/d/1Uh9z7sXCOCtbN-ZEnZ-1Uf1ZPSebfWa2
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Theatre of the Oppressed
Pinar Gheylan from Turkey

Theatre of the Oppressed is a type of interactive drama activity, where participants get
to know more about the hidden power dynamics and social structures that underline
everyday interactions. Below you will find a best practice guide to a particular variant of
Theatre of the Oppressed, Forum Theatre.

Note: this kind of activity can bring up all sorts of difficult and perhaps hurtful emotions.
If you are planning such an activity, make sure you and all the facilitators are
thoroughly familiar with the methodology, have carried out proper safeguarding
procedures, and that participants understand that the activity is taking place in a safe
space and that the activity is conditional on their consent. Facilitators of such activities
should be trained and experienced in the theatre of the oppressed. The activity should
always be followed by a full debriefing.

Forum Theatre is about a problem that the community faces, but no one takes action
about it. It is a type of theatre created by the innovative and influential practitioner
Augusto Boal as part of what he calls his “Theatre of the Oppressed.” While practicing
earlier in his career, Boal would apply ‘simultaneous dramaturgy’. In this process, the
actors or audience members could stop a performance, often a short scene in which                   
a character was being oppressed in some way.

The audience would suggest different actions for the actors to carry out on-stage in an
attempt to change the outcome of what they were seeing. This was an attempt to undo
the traditional actor partition and bring audience members into the performance, to
have an input into the dramatic action they were watching. The spect-actor then
attempts to overturn the oppression using some method unused by the actors, whilst
the actors portraying the oppressors improvise to attempt to bring the production to its
original, scripted ending. If the audience believes that the spectator's actions are too
unrealistic to be utilized in reality, they may call out “magic!”, and the spect-actor must
modify their actions accordingly. If this spect-actor fails in overthrowing the
oppression, the actor resumes their character and continues the production until other
spect-actor calls out “stop!” and attempts a different method. If and when the
oppression has been overthrown by the spect-actors, the production changes again the
spect-actors now have the opportunity to replace the oppressors and find new ways of
challenging the oppressed character. In this way, a more realistic depiction of the
oppression can be made by the audience, who are often victims of the oppression. The
whole process is designed to conclude the consideration of opposing arguments, rather
than where an argument is one-sided and pushed from the actors with no chance of
reply or counter-argument.
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Empowers people in overcoming inequalities, discrimination, and prejudices based
on gender roles, sexual identities, etc. among communities.
Understand gender stereotypes and identify an oppressive situation.
Gives a platform for oppressed people to voice their concerns and find solutions.
Provides opportunity and space where all people have the possibility to be heard.

A very good way to express the topic. I will take it to Rome.
Thank you for reminding me of that activity.
A truly fascinating activity that brought a different kind of view on the situation.
A really necessary session! Nice, good luck.

At the beginning of the workshop, it is necessary to know the meaning of the oppressor.
Then participants in two different groups have to act out the scenario involving an
oppressor and an oppressed about a topic - discrimination. Participants can not be
allowed to resolve the conflict and the audience has to change the scenario so that it
has a happy ending without changing the oppressor.

The aim of the activity: 

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1Qr6gUR3twraOVBPNr4QhM0ogdq14ikTf

Volunteer management 

Volunteer management refers to the process of creating systems for recruitment,
training, engagement, and coordination of volunteers. In simple terms, it involves
managing the volunteers in a non-profit organization and the work that they do. Putting
a proper volunteer management plan in place can help an organization speed up the
progress of its operations, as well as achieve its objectives.

“Step by Step” - how to motivate volunteers and importance of team-
building activities
Emilya Voskanyan from Armenia

''Step by step'' model which is how we work with local youth and help them go from
participants to experts at addressing community issues.

What was presented during the activity? 
Brainstorming about the need of volunteers, their importance in the organizations, their
skills and tips on how to motivate them, and team-building game during which
participants need to decide a strategy on how to organize the chairs on two legs and
how to pass one another.
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For me it was very interesting, I am taking your advice with me :)
Thank volunteers, organize non-formal meetings and events, pay attention to
TEAMWORK.
It was interesting, you could create a good team and the volunteers were happy to
help.
Tips and recommendations to remember the value of my volunteers and keep them
motivated.
I will use your quote.

‘Play’, 16-year-old, productive.
Interesting game, in the beginning, I’ll surely take it with me.
I forgot my laptop!
I’ll use the game, which we played.

I am going to take the knowledge about youth in Mongolia, their needs and
problems.
Interesting to discover how the Mongolian government supports volunteering.

The aim of the activity: to brainstorm the importance of the volunteers, their skills, and
share tips on how to motivate them.

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1cn9WsKs3m5ODN4x_AJVlPnhEKbMAfbrE

How to get, keep and ensure the growth of the volunteers 
Joseph Soso Vellison from Georgia

The workshop consists of three parts. The first part uses the activity for team-building
and improving communication among participants. The second part consists of a role
play, where the participants are asked to imagine themselves being 16 years old and
answered the questions whether they would like to become a volunteer and the reasons
behind it. The last activity is an open discussion regarding the experience of
participants, their successes, and their failures while working with volunteers.

The aim of the activity: to share the approach of how to motivate young people to join
an organization and be active citizens.

Feedback from participants:

How volunteering changed me
Minjmaa

Feedback from participants:
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Super interesting to hear the personal experience of someone with so much passion
for what she is doing (volunteering).
It’s powerful to share success stories, I am going to start sharing more stories
about our volunteers.
It was inspiring to hear about youth in Mongolia, their needs, life, a big thank you
for your real success story.

Thank volunteers, organize non formal meetings and events, pay attention to
TEAMWORK.
It was interesting, you could create a good team and the volunteers were happy to
help :)
Very interesting, I am taking your advice with me :)

Taking some positive vibes home.
As much as I had my share of-sides in projects I attended, nothing was like your
experience in Turkey. I feel privileged.
Thank You for showing me the other side of projects, so I won’t put a high
expectation on, as this project is my first one :)
It was amazing, best videos.
Listening to your experience made me feel better, I realized that I am not alone ;)

        drive.google.com/file/d/1zNaYfBwMw7mhKblgqB3DFnkaTomSMgbR

How to increase motivation of volunteers in youth work
Anna and Emilya

Feedback from participants:

Our experiences as a volunteers
Testimony by Jovita and Viktorija

Feedback from participants:
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Colors of
Our Palette



New methods and ideas to improve the situation of the “human rights problem”.
Nice videos that I might use in the future.

The best discussion ever!
I found some solutions (in the discussion), which I will use.
Your motivation made me motivated!
Group therapy. I like listening to other people’s emotions about different problems.
Good topics.
It’s interesting that we are from different countries, but have similar problems and
solutions as well.

A good way to make people think, what might happen with our planet. To make
them do something now, not in 2099, then it’ll be too late.
Interesting approach!
Appealing method of working in a group.
Entertaining games, I’ll transform them a bit.

Youth work for human rights by Salam

Feedback from participants:

       drive.google.com/file/d/1t4hJAgHftbEnnAS6JoL1tHft9Lxn843p/view?usp=sharing

       drive.google.com/file/d/1s6-H8-e0cUnA5hIrem6kcHN6Qa5-Az1H/view?usp=sharing

Every problem has a solution by Kleopatra

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1R5-3Q7UQnjc6elG0Jnzas1ge3N-i20pf/view?usp=sharing

Earth 2099 by Manuel

Feedback from participants:

       drive.google.com/file/d/1hMhVnldYKe2AQtqA1rVb7Tc7nzl6jkli/view?usp=sharing

Colors of Our Palette
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Made me think about the actual reality.
Fairy tales of foreign countries might help to understand foreigners.
You can get insights on other cultures' mentalities. 
A truly amusing theory was presented.
Lots of things pass through folklore fairy tales.
Was very interesting, planning on checking the website, which has been shown.
A new method that I’ll use for sure.

Very interesting!
The best idea I ever heard, I will check, if there’s someone in my country already
doing it. And support their ideas.
A truly profitable idea, only positive sides about it.
We can use all the plastic to create furniture, design and make something beautiful.
But don’t buy it :)
Useful, interesting and eco-friendly tips, which people should know about.
Was something new for me and made me think about how to realise it.
Gave me lots of ideas.
The machine is amazing. I can’t believe it is so reachable for us.

It was a great workshop on self-reflection.
Good therapy to show your emotions. I’ll use it in my country.
I haven’t tried art therapy before, it gave me a new way to relax, thank you :)
I liked the therapy so much that I’d take it again, to simply stop thinking, when you
have many thoughts and start expressing them through art.
Thank you, Anna, for this activity! I’ll use it when I want to relax! Thank You!
A good way to relax and enjoy the moment.
I felt better at the end of the activity. I realised that I have missed drawing with
people without any traction.
I learned a new method that I can easily apply.
Another art therapist, it’s good to have them around :D

Fairy-tales as a tool of work with youth by Anastasiia

Feedback from participants:

Transformation of waste by Iou

Feedback from participants:

Art therapy by Anna

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/drive/folders/17ZF6KnNZevNMl0j_8Prb6dgX3CMEfbDt

        drive.google.com/file/d/1iGEtSLh8ySTxX4eB2ju_5DGIGixh6Dgc
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Interesting group exercises, desert island exercise (to see your life from another
perspective) and how people have different perceptions on things.
I defined my needs.
Everyone has different needs, desires and priorities. Try to think about it from their
point of view, then the conflict may be solved.
Useful tips and tools to be used when dealing with conflict.
Before mediating you have to understand your own needs and that each person
perceives the world in his/her unique way.
I made great self-reflection!
Super, super and super!

Good brainstorming, new tools.
Discovered a lot of new and interesting games that can be used in youth work.
I got very interesting ideas for energizers and will take them with me and use.
I took and learned a lot of energizers.
New games to play.
Use games as energizers, teambuildings.
I can use all of the games as activities for the youngsters.
To take home.
I’m doing fewer games during my sessions, I will try incorporating the games we
played.
Fresh ideas to implement in my work.

Useful information on how to promote an OYG oz project. Info about Canva.
Important info for managers!
Can you please share your PowerPoint in the group, as it is really useful for starting
your own organization one day? Thank You!
Will use the suggestions.

Economy for the common good by Ion

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/108lgPlTz3TjHSCG1axiJCNinptVOhdAD

        drive.google.com/file/d/1MMPyLcacp5SW8qTa3gKqfQWIa2idHgyQ

The best game I ever played by Gregory

Feedback from participants:

        drive.google.com/file/d/1nZEzJl5nP_CqvD9T08T0uf9_1HbZ4WhG

Marketing for youth work by Yeva

Feedback from participants:
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What Is Erasmus+
Youth Chapter?



Painting Our “COLORS OF YOUTH WORK”

Reducing unemployment, especially among young people
Promoting adult learning, especially for new skills and skills required by the labor
market
Encouraging young people to take part in European democracy
Supporting innovation, cooperation and reform
Reducing early school leaving
Promoting cooperation and mobility with the EU's partner countries

Erasmus+ is the EU's program to support education, training, youth, and sport in
Europe.

Erasmus+ has opportunities for people of all ages, helping them develop and share
knowledge and experience at institutions and organizations in different countries.

Merging seven prior programs, it has opportunities for a wide variety of individuals and
organisations; for people of all ages, helping them develop and share knowledge and
experience at institutions and organizations in different countries. More information you
find here: Complete Guide of Erasmus+.

Key Actions
KA1 will promote learning opportunities for individuals, within the EU and beyond,
including study and training, traineeships, teaching, and professional development, and
non-formal youth activities such as volunteering.

KA2 will provide direct opportunities for stakeholders to make new peer learning
experiences and exchanges of practices through partnerships within and across
countries and sectors, but also to benefit from the other two KA (mobility and policy
reform) and build bridges between Erasmus+ and other national or European programs,
in particular, the European Structural and Investment Funds.

KA3 will support policy reform in the Member States and cooperation with non-EU
countries, with a focus on strengthening the evidence-base for policy making and
exchange of good practices.

Aims

Erasmus+ also aims to promote the sustainable development of its partners in the field
of higher education and contribute to achieving the objectives of the EU Youth Strategy.
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https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/sites/default/files/erasmus_programme_guide_2020_v3_en.pdf
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Types and Opportunities
There are two main types of the Erasmus+ program. Erasmus+ for individuals and
organizations.

Individuals
Erasmus+ has opportunities for people of all ages, helping them develop and share
knowledge and experience at institutions and organizations in different countries.

Study abroad with Erasmus+
Studying abroad is a central part of Erasmus+ and has been shown to have a positive
effect on later job prospects. It is also an opportunity to improve language skills, gain
self-confidence and independence, and immerse yourself in a new culture.

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees
EMJMD is a prestigious, integrated, international study program, jointly delivered by an
international consortium of higher education institutions and award EU-funded
scholarships to the best student candidates applying under annual selection rounds.

Youth Exchanges
Youth exchanges allow groups of young people from different countries to meet, live
together, and work on shared projects for short periods. Youth exchanges take place
outside the school environment. On a youth exchange, you can expect to participate in
activities such as workshops, exercises, debates, role-plays, outdoor activities, and
more. Participants' learning experiences arerecognizedd through Youthpass.

Teach abroad with Erasmus+
Opportunities to spend time teaching at an educational institution abroad. These
opportunities are available to both staff working in the education sector and to
individuals in businesses invited to share their knowledge of a given sector, subject, or
issue to students.

Traineeships with Erasmus+
Erasmus+ can help you gain valuable work experience by supporting traineeships (work
placements, internships, etc.) abroad. The cultural understanding and language skills
you learn from working in another country can make it easier to find a job after your
studies. These opportunities are open to people currently in education and recent
graduates. Traineeships can be carried out in any relevant organization.

Organizations
Erasmus+ has opportunities for a wide range of organizations, including universities,
education and training providers, think-tanks, research organizations, and private
businesses.
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Key Action 1: Learning mobility of individuals
Learning mobility opportunities aim to encourage the mobility of students, staff,
trainees, apprentices, youth workers, and young people. The role of the organizations in
this process is to organize these opportunities for individuals. The benefits for the
organizations include an increased capacity to operate at an international level,
improved management skills, access to more funding opportunities and projects,
increased ability to prepare, manage, and follow-up projects, a more attractive portfolio
of opportunities for students and staff at participating organizations, the opportunity to
develop innovative projects with partners from around the world.

Key Action 2 : Innovation and best practices
EMJMD is a prestigious, integrated, international study program, jointly delivered by an
international consortium of higher education institutions and award EU-funded
scholarships to the best student candidates applying under annual selection rounds.

Youth Exchanges
Opportunities for cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices are
designed to modernize and reinforce education, training, and youth systems.
Organizations participating in this should benefit from new approaches to education
and training, a more professional and capable professional environment within their
organization, and an increased capacity to work at an EU or international level.

Key Action 3: Support for Policy Reform
Opportunities under this Key Action contribute to supporting the overall EU policy
agenda, the Education and Training 2020 cooperation framework, and the Youth
Strategy. Organizations will contribute to improving the quality of education, training,
and youth systems in Europe, as well as promoting transnational learning and
cooperation between authorities. They will also contribute to developing the basis for
evidence-based policy-making, as well as support networks and tools for policy
implementation.

Jean Monnet
Jean Monnet is the part of Erasmus+ dedicated to promoting excellence in EU studies in
higher education around the world. Jean Monnet Actions aim to build bridges between
academics, researchers, and EU policymakers. There is an emphasis on the study of and
research on EU integration and in understanding Europe's place in a globalized world.

Sport
Actions in the field of sport are designed to promote participation in sport, physical
activity, and voluntary activities. They are also designed to tackle threats to the
integrity of sport, promote dual careers for athletes, improve good governance, and
foster tolerance and social inclusion, as well as contribute to the implementation of the
European Week of Sport.
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You get a taste of what studying abroad means.
You receive financial support.
An opportunity to improve your language skills.
You get inspired and motivated.
You become more responsible.
You make friends from all around the world.
You travel further afield.
Meet new cultures.

While creating their Youthpass certificate together with a support person, project
participants are given the possibility to describe what they have done in their
project and which competencies they have acquired. Thus, Youthpass supports the
reflection upon the personal non-formal learning process and outcomes.
As a Europe-wide recognition instrument for non-formal learning in the youth field,
Youthpass strengthens the social recognition of youth work.
Youthpass supports active European citizenship of young people and youth workers
by describing the added value of their project.
Youthpass also aims at supporting the employability of young people and youth
workers by raising their awareness of and helping to describe their competences,
and by documenting their acquisition of key competences on a certificate.

Why should you participate?

Youthpass
Youthpass is a tool to document and recognize learning outcomes from youth work and
solidarity activities.

It is a part of the European Commission's strategy to foster the recognition of                   
non-formal learning, putting policy into practice and practice into policy:

Youthpass certificates are available for all types of projects and activities within the
Erasmus+. All participants of the projects approved within these frameworks are
entitled to receive a Youthpass certificate and thus recognized for their non-formal
learning outcomes.

You can find example of the Youthpass by clicking here.

For more information check out these websites:
What is Erasmus+? | europa.eu
ERASMUS+ what is it about? | easpd.eu
What is Youthpass? | youthpass.eu
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“A Year After
COYW” - Blog of
The Participant



“A Year After COYW” - Blog of The Participant

Daniela Hadačová, Slovakia

Colors of youth work was an international seminar, supported by the Erasmus+
program, focused on sharing our own experiences, tips, and tricks in the field of youth
work. The seminar was attended by 34 youth workers from more than 20 NGOs from all
over Europe. Although we are all different, each of us has our own rankings of values  
and goals for the future, but the theme of volunteering and youth work unites us.                   
We were all on the same page in discussions, sessions, and workshops.

Many thanks belong to the organizers and facilitators of this great project, but the
participants who shared their, often emotional, stories from the life of a youth worker
could not be ashamed as well. The so-called GOOD PRACTICES were the alpha and
omega of this seminar, for which we can not be more grateful. Our collective successes
and failures motivate us to continue our work daily, even after the end of the project.

We could not be discouraged even by the dry November weather, on the contrary, the
cold and rainy Bardejov was a refuge and a basis for our further professional life.                   
To this day, we like to return in our remembrance and hunt in our memory for the
wisdom that was offered to us.

If this year, 2020 - the period of the global pandemic, has shown us one thing, it is the
fact that we can handle really everything together. Whatever it is, the development and
production of tests, vaccines, but even just such "ordinary" service to the community is
proof that Svätopluk's words about the three rods are still valid and relevant.

That is why I am extremely grateful for the people who have decided to come out of
their bubble and share their experiences in the field of youth work with us. However,
thanks also go to the European Union, specifically to the Erasmus + program and
IUVENTA for the opportunity to carry out this project and I believe that many more.
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Final Word From Organiser

The international seminar COLOR OF YOUTH WORK was an ERASMUS + project to which
we went full of expectations. With the participation of more than 20 amazing NGOs from
all over Europe, it was a unique project. However, it was not only about building
partnerships for our future work, but also about building humanity, understanding, and
cohesion. The Youth Parliament helped us with the organization on the site of the
activity, in Bardejov in the east of Slovakia. Thanks to this project and support from
Erasmus+, we got to know each other not only at the international level but also at our
home. We are extremely grateful to all participants for their time, word, and pleasant
moments spent in a circle of newly made friends. We are excited that the output of this
project is, in addition to meeting all our project objectives, also writing this Good
Practice Manual. We believe it will provide all avid NGOs with useful knowledge, verified
by practice, for their further development. We are extremely grateful for the support of
Ersmus+ and we believe that thanks to this manual, the interest in volunteering and
working with youth will grow.
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